Jason (l) and Jeff Matity, brothers who operate

MatitysGetFishing.com

,
say there are many reasons why ice fishing is so popular.

“The innovations in the last 10 to 15 years have made
ice fishing even more accessible and enjoyable,” Jason
said, noting fishing shacks at the top of the list. “Even on
a sunny, minus (zero) day, a little bit of prairie wind can
be a real turn-off. It’s even worse on a cloudy day. Now,
you can bring a portable shelter and spend your time
fishing being warm and comfortable.”
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He adds that ice fishing shacks range from the basic
four walls and ceiling, to those structures that are fully
heated and equipped with a host of luxurious amenities.
Some are as easy to move as a snowmobile.
Technology has also played a part in the appeal of ice
fishing, they point out, noting underwater cameras as
the must-have companion for many anglers.
The brothers offer some tips to guarantee a great
fishing expedition. “We always stress that safety comes
first,” Jeff said. “It’s a lot of fun but you should always be
aware of the rules and potential dangers.”

Casting call:

Let’s go

ice fishing
by Tom Eremondi
for SP Creative Services

A

glance out on the ice of Saskatchewan’s
many lakes and rivers reveals a new booming activity in
our province – ice fishing! As temperatures drop and our
lakes freeze over, clusters of ice fishing shacks pop up on
the ice, demonstrating the newfound popularity of this
winter pastime.
Jason and Jeff Matity, fishing enthusiasts and brothers
who created the popular website MatitysGetFishing.com,
say there are many reasons why ice fishing is spawning
so quickly.
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“Go where other fishers are,” he said. “You can learn
a lot from other anglers. Joining your local wildlife
federation or fish and game league is another great way
to learn.”
Both Matitys note there are numerous places to ice
fish in the province but agree on their favourite fishing
spots. “Tobin Lake is a must, especially if you’re looking for
northern pike,” Jason said. He also ‘faves’ the Qu’Appelle
Lakes, Last Mountain Lake, and Rafferty Dame as other
places to carve a hole.
“We also like Diefenbaker Lake because it’s a
multispecies heaven,” Jeff said. “You can find pike, perch,
walleye, whitefish, lake or rainbow trout, and a multitude
of others.” Other favourites of his are Pasqua Lake in the
Qu’Appelle region, Anglin Lake in the Prince Albert area,
and Lake of the Prairies, which straddles the Manitoba
and Saskatchewan borders.
For more tips, visit MatitysGetFishing.com. The
brothers also make frequent appearances at both
Cabela’s locations in Saskatchewan. n
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Believe it or not, the longer, colder winters are another
reason why more people are taking up the sport, brother
Jason said. “There’s definitely been no issue and very
few days when people haven’t had enough ice under
their feet. As late as March 31 last year, when the season
legally ends, there was still 42 to 46 inches of ice on most
lakes in the province.”
Jeff adds that many people take up ice fishing to
spite winter. He also says many do it because there’s
just as much chance of landing the dream catch. “This is
especially so at the beginning and towards to end of the
ice fishing season when fish are feeding more actively or
spawning and have to feed very regularly. We’ve caught
15-pound walleyes, 25-pound pikes and two-and-a-half
pound perch through the ice.”

Reward yourself,
rself, right here in Saskatchewan.
Staying with Canalta Hotels can be naturally rewarding.
For those of us who live here, we know that the natural beauty of Saskatchewan is its own reward, but why not earn
some extra rewards while you visit! Canalta Hotels now has locations in 9 Saskatchewan communities offering you
legendary hospitality while you experience Saskatchewan. Best of all, save your Canalta Rewards Points while you stay,
and redeem your points to stay even longer and enjoy amazing Saskatchewan experiences like dogsledding.

Both agree that another attraction is how simple the
sport can be, especially for beginners. All one needs is a
pail of bait, a pole and an auger to carve out a hole.
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“The majority of fishers in Saskatchewan are shore
fishers,” Jeff Matity said. “That means they don’t use a
boat. Ice fishing literally levels the playing field because
that hump, flat or perfect spot you wish you could get
out to in the summer is frozen in the winter. You can step
on the ice and go anywhere you want.”

Once you’ve assured that you’ll be safe, Jason says
fishers should know what they’re targeting before
attaching the bait and then choosing the right destination.
“Perch are a smaller fisher but they’re plentiful, good to
eat and bite readily through the ice. Northern pike really
like cooler waters and are easily attracted to a smelt tip.”

Jeff reports that one can never go wrong with a good
investment. “If you start by buying good equipment and
taking care of it, you’ll have it for a long time. You can
do your homework online or by going to the specialty
stores and seeking out advice from the staff.
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However, and yet another factor in the growth of ice
fishing, is the increasing amenities and technology that
people can use to catch that perfect fish.

Go to CanaltaHotels.com for locations.

Then, book your stay with us today!
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